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Flow-induced vibration (FIV) is concerned in a broad range of engineering applications due to its resultant fatigue damage to structures. Nevertheless, such fluid-structure coupling process continuously extracts the kinetic energy from ambient fluid flow, presenting the conversion potential from the mechanical energy to electricity. As the air and water flows are widely encountered in nature, piezoelectric energy harvesters show the advantages in small-scale utilization and self-powered instruments. This paper briefly reviewed the way of energy collection by piezoelectric energy harvesters and the various measures proposed in the literature, which enhance the structural vibration response and hence improve the energy harvesting efficiency. Methods such as irregularity and alteration of cross-section of bluff body, utilization of wake flow and interference, modification and rearrangement of cantilever beams, and introduction of magnetic force are discussed. Finally, some open questions and suggestions are proposed for the future investigation of such renewable energy harvesting mode.

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, the demand for electrochemical batteries has been tremendously growing with the blooming of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and microelectronic-mechanical systems (MEMSs) [1]. Nevertheless, the power supply of such microelectric components from the combustion of fossil fuel not only causes the waste of energy but also pollutes the environment. Therefore, renewable and clean energy harvesting from ambient environment is increasingly attracting attention in the worldwide energy market [2–4]. Electricity could be converted from the mechanical energy of wind, tide, current, and other natural resources by considering electromagnetic, electrostatic, dielectric, triboelectric, and piezoelectric effects. The coil is usually used in an electromagnetic conductor to create electricity when there is a relative movement between the coil and the magnet. The generating capacity depends on the strength of the magnetic field, relative movement velocity, and the turns of the coil [5]. The key component of an electrostatic generator is a variable capacitor, converting the energy of mechanical motion to electrical one through altering the capacitance [6]. The capacitor is also employed in dielectric generator, where the capacitor usually consists of two plates electrically isolated from each other by air, vacuum, or an insulator. Such kind of generator is suitable for distributed power systems and renewable energy storage [7] due to its ultrahigh power density, long lifetime, and high cycling stability [8]. A triboelectric generator utilizes the transfer of surface charge during the relative motion between two materials with different triboelectric polarities [9]. The piezoelectric effect is described as the asymmetric shift of charges or ions of piezoelectric materials when exposed to mechanical strain [10]. Piezoelectric effects can be classified into direct and converse piezoelectric effects, where the former one is based on the effect of applied pressure and later one is attained by shape deformation. Considering the directions of polarization and stress [11], there are two main
operation modes for piezoelectric materials as illustrated in Figure 1. $d_{31}$ and $d_{33}$ represent two operation modes in which the electric field is perpendicular to and align with the direction of applied stress. The former one is commonly used in bending-beam structures because of its lower coupling coefficient. In contrast, the $d_{33}$ mode appears in direct compressive/tensile harvesters or harvesters with the interdigitated electrode. Through contrastive analysis, the piezoelectric effect is widely applied due to its large piezoelectric coefficients and electromechanical coupling factors as well as high energy conversion rates [11, 12].

The premise of generating electricity is the piezoelectric material exerted mechanical strains. Thus, the deformation of piezoelectric material and its frequency is closely related to the electricity output. In the past few decades, a wide range of piezoelectric materials were investigated, including inorganic, organic, composite, and bioinspired piezoelectric materials. The characteristics and application of these four piezoelectric materials are compared in Table 1. For the first type of piezoelectric material (inorganic), perovskite, ilmenite, bismuth-layer, and tungsten bronze are the common structure ferroelectrics, and perovskite is the prominent piezoceramic crystal structure. As an organic piezoelectric material, the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) polymer was first proposed by Kawai [13], having advantages of being flexible, lightweight, and low-cost [14]. The composite of inorganic and organic materials combines the advantages, presenting enough flexibility and piezoelectric coefficient. Therefore, it is preferred in commercial usage. Although the bioinspired material is a novel type proposed in recent years, its performance has not been well understood and hence it has not been used in practice.

Besides, the architecture configuration has a significant effect on the performance of piezoelectric materials. As listed in Table 2, the piezoelectric material is mounted in a generator in variable configurations. A cantilever beam attached with a piezoelectric layer and a tip mass is a superior arrangement due to the large deformation and high output power [17, 18]. Furthermore, the working range of response frequency is broadened by replacing the tip mass with a magnetic mass.

As shown in Figure 2, a variety of available energy resources ranging either from building and bridge oscillation to human motion or from water flow to wind can be utilized to power small-scale devices such as monitors or pacemakers by the piezoelectric energy harvester. As one of the mechanical energy, structural vibration widely exists in our surroundings. An increasing number of scholars have been concerning the conversion of vibration energy to electric energy due to the considerable advantages such as high energy density and less dependence on weather [25–27]. Salazar et al. [28] pointed out that although the harvesting of vibration energy is not as mature as that from solar, wind, and hydropower energy, vibration energy harvester can fulfill the requirements from different scale, including macro-, micro-, or even nanoscale, with low-cost maintenance. The applicability of vibration energy harvesting has been confirmed in the railway environments, and several associated self-powered devices have been designed and tested [29]. The railway track usually vibrates in a low range of frequency with one dominant frequency [30], determining the power output. To enlarge the scope of application and improve the energy harvesting efficiency, both the linear and nonlinear vibration of energy generators have been extensively investigated in recent years [31–34].

The vortex-induced vibration aquatic clean energy (VIVACE, as seen in Figure 3) proposed by Bernitsas et al. [35] could convert the current kinetic energy into vibration energy by flow-induced vibration (FIV) and then further convert into electrical energy via an electromagnetic induction motor. FIV is a physical phenomenon in the engineering field caused by alternately shedding of vortices or dynamic instability [36]. Vortex-induced vibration (VIV) and galloping are two common types of FIV. The boundary layer separates from a bluff body when flow pasts it at a sufficient high Re ($\text{Re} = UD/\nu$, where $U$ is the free stream velocity, $D$ is the feature-length of the bluff body, and $\nu$ is the fluid kinematic viscosity), generating unsteady and periodical shedding vortices in the wake of the structure [37]. Consequently, fluctuating fluid forces are imposed on the bluff body and hence leading to vibration response, known as VIV. Galloping is usually caused by dynamic instability due to internal turbulence or other kinds of disturbance [38]. It is proved that the piezoelectric energy harvesting from the vibration energy contained in VIV and galloping is feasible with great potential [39–42].

Numerous methods have been proposed to enhance the harvested power of piezoelectric harvesters. Wherein, a commonly used method is tuning the structural frequency to match the resonant vibration frequency, yielding severer response and consequent higher power [43–45]. Moon et al. [46] tested the cantilever beam with a tuned proof mass and observed a 426.6% increase in bandwidth at the same output level and 508.5% growth in power as compared to the conventional form. Apart from the mass, the geometry of the cantilever plays an important role in tuning the resonant frequency. The rectangular column cantilevers are widely used because of their convenient installation and effectiveness in harvesting energy [47–49]. Cantilevers with other shapes of cross-section such as triangular [50], trapezoidal [51], and circular [52] are also evaluated.

The orientation of piezoelectric harvester affects energy harvesting, as reported in the experimental study by Dai et al. [53]. As shown in Figure 4, the vertical arrangement was observed to generate the largest power among the four typical configurations, mainly due to the smallest coupled damping.
This work aims to give a brief review of the energy extraction technologies from flow-induced vibrations and the associated improvement methods of piezoelectric harvesters.

2. Energy Harvesting from the Single Harvester

2.1. Irregularity. After the proposal of VIVACE, Bernitsas and his colleagues [54, 55] found that the vibration response and energy harvesting efficiency could be further enhanced by symmetrically attaching a couple of strips on the front surface of a circular cylinder, called the passive turbulence control (PTC). The presence of strips altered the pressure distribution around the cylinder surface and tripped the boundary layer. Zhuet al. [56] numerically investigated the FIV of a locally rough cylinder with two symmetrical strips attached on its surface and examined the effects of location and shape of strips. The numerical results indicated that the gap between VIV and galloping was filled by placing strips in the front surface of the cylinder, which was illustrated from the changes in turbulent intensity, vortex shedding mode, and wake width. In a wind tunnel, Hu et al. [57] experimentally investigated the response of a circular cylinder with a pair of small-diameter cylindrical rods. It was observed that the vibration of the roughened cylinder was sensitive to the circumferential location. The control rods placed at \( \theta = 60^\circ \) (\( \theta \) denotes the circumferential location measured from the front stagnation point) significantly expanded the aeroelastic unstable range of the circular cylinder and hence presented a superiority over the plain circular cylinder in energy harvesting. Similarly, through a series of wind-tunnel experiments, Wang et al. [58] demonstrated \( \theta = 60^\circ \) was the optimal location of rectangular control rods. Hu et al. [59] compared the effects of three different cross-sectional control rods including circular, triangular, and square, as shown in Figure 5. The results illustrated that the attachment oftriangular rods exhibited the best performance. Hu et al. [60] also investigated the performance of energy harvesting by attaching fins to the corners of a square cylinder (Figure 6). It was proved that the attachment of fins to the leading edge attained a power 2.5 times than that harvested by a plain square cylinder. Song et al. [61] pointed out the splitter plate placed in the near wake of a circular cylinder could improve the performance of piezoelectric harvester. It was found that the length of 0.65\( D \) (\( D \) is the diameter of circular cylinder) was the optimal length for enlarging the harvested power. Zhu et al. [62] evaluated the vibration response of a circular cylinder with splitter plates placed upstream and downstream individually and simultaneously. The galloping was observed to occur at \( U_r > 9 \) (\( U_r \) is the reduced velocity), and the longer the plate is, the larger the onset reduced velocity of galloping. This similar phenomenon was observed by Zhu and Liu [63] for a circular cylinder attached with a wavy plate. Apart from the conventional shapes, Wang et al. [64] studied the performance of piezoelectric harvester with Y-shaped attachments, as shown in Figure 7(a). The transition from vortex-induced vibration into galloping was observed with the result of enhanced energy harvesting. Zhu et al. [65, 66] proposed a bioinspired fin-shaped strip with the intent of altering the vortex shedding as the swimming fish, as depicted in Figure 7(b). A pair of fin-shaped strips was attached to the front surface of a circular cylinder. It was reported that the time-mean drag and the lift fluctuation at \( \text{Re} = 180 \) were increased by 38.7% and 97.7%, respectively, by placing a pair of 40°-fin-shaped strips at \( \theta = 60^\circ \). Ding et al. [67] examined the harvested power of a circular cylinder attached with such fin-shaped strips. The results indicated that the maximum harvested power could reach 25.5 times of the power generated by a smooth circular cylinder when the placement incoming angle is in the range of 30°–60°.

Table 3 briefly summarizes the performance of piezoelectric harvester with attachments in the aforementioned literature. It is noted that the output power is lower than that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of piezoelectric materials</th>
<th>Typical material</th>
<th>Advantages/disadvantages</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td>BaTiO₃ (BT) [15]</td>
<td>The first proposed piezoelectric ceramic and high dielectric constant</td>
<td>Commonly used in practice but chip easily under sufficient deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PbTiO₃ (PT)</td>
<td>High electromechanical coupling property</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>Zirconate-lead titanate system (PZT) [16]</td>
<td>Higher piezoelectric property</td>
<td>Flexible, durable, and easy for processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyvinylidene fluoride polymer (PVDF)</td>
<td>Low permittivity and acoustic impedance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Composites of PZT/ PVDF</td>
<td>Superior piezoelectric performance and comparable flexibility</td>
<td>Flexibility, quick pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioinspired materials</td>
<td>Eggshell, membrane, fish swim, onion skin</td>
<td>Nontoxic, biodegradable, biocompatible [10]</td>
<td>Effectively reduce the biologic and toxic e-wastes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Types of architecture configuration for the piezoelectric harvester.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unimorph beam</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Unimorph beam" /></td>
<td>High output under low excitation frequency and load resistance [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimorph beam</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Bimorph beam" /></td>
<td>High output under medium or high frequency and load resistance [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cantilever with tip mass" /></td>
<td>Large deformation and high output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantilever with magnetic mass [21]</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cantilever with magnetic mass" /></td>
<td>Vibration enhancement and improvement of energy harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam with fixed end conditions [22]</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Beam with fixed end conditions" /></td>
<td>A wider range of excitation frequency than single-end fixed beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring pendulum system [23]</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Spring pendulum system" /></td>
<td>Energy harvesting from multidirectional vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiral cantilever with magnetic coupling [24]</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Spiral cantilever with magnetic coupling" /></td>
<td>Energy harvesting from multimode vibration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

harvested by the VIVACE converter via the electromagnetic effect [68, 69]. This implies that the microwatt-scale piezoelectric energy harvester is more suitable for powering small-scale devices. The shape of attachments has a significant impact on the performance of energy harvesting. Generally, the attachments with sharp corners are more likely to enhance the vibration, due mainly to the forward movement of boundary layer separation points [27, 70, 71].
Figure 2: The typical resources for piezoelectric energy harvesting.

Figure 3: The VIVACE configuration proposed by Bernitsas et al. [35].

Figure 4: Different orientations. (a) Bottom. (b) Top. (c) Horizontal. (d) Vertical [53].

Figure 5: Cross-sectional shapes of control rods. (a) Circular. (b) Triangular. (c) Square [59].
2.2. Cross-Section of Bluff Body. The FIV of a circular cylinder has been extensively studied both numerically [72, 73] and experimentally [74, 75]. Cylinders with other common sections such as square, triangular, and D-shaped have also attracted attention. Ewere et al. [76] used a square cylinder as the piezoelectric energy harvester and proposed a model to predict the output power. The results coincided well with the experimental data. Zhangetal. [77] examined the harvested power of square cylinder at different attack angles. It was found that the attack angle of 45° (diamond configuration) was the optimal one for energy harvesting. Wangetal. [78] investigated the performance of a galloping-based piezoelectric energy harvester with an isosceles triangular cross-section of different vertex angles. The obtuse angle of 130° was found to be the most preferred vertex angle with relatively weak coupling. Zhu etal. [79] reported a numerical investigation into the flow around trapezoidal cylinders. Compared with a square cylinder, trapezoidal cylinders bear larger hydrodynamic forces, presenting a greater potential for energy harvesting. Sirohi and Mahadik [80] reported a maximum output power of 1.14 mW was achieved by a D-shaped cylinder at a wind velocity of 23.38 m/s.

Sometip bluff bodies with special sections are proposed to enhance the efficiency of energy harvesting, as shown in Figure 8. Kwon [81] designed a T-shaped piezoelectric cantilever and peak output power of 4 mW was obtained under a wind speed of 4 m/s. Liu etal. [82] proposed a three-blade bluff body with Y-type cross-section for energy harvesting, and the performance was significantly enhanced by adjusting the length of blades. Later, Liu etal. [83] designed a fork-shaped bluff body that has lower onset of wind speed and higher output power. Ewere etal. [84] proposed a bioinspired bluff body that possesses a sinusoidal wavy leading edge. It was observed that this kind of bluff body could harvest energy at an onset wind velocity 18% lower than square cylinder. Wang etal. [85] proposed a hybrid scavenger in the combination with circular and square cross-sections, corresponding to different attack angles. The results showed such an energy scavenger at an appropriate attack angle could achieve a significant improvement in a wide

![Figure 6: Sketch of the piezoelectric harvester with fins [60].](image)

![Figure 7: (a) Y-shaped attachments [64]. (b) Fin-shaped strips [65].](image)

Table 3: Brief summary of reported studies on piezoelectric harvester using localized roughness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Cylinder</th>
<th>Shape of control rods</th>
<th>Flow velocity</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Vibration type</th>
<th>Output power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hu etal. [60]</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>Fin-shaped</td>
<td>7.0 m/s</td>
<td>5 MΩ</td>
<td>Galloping</td>
<td>39.6 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu etal. [57]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>5.9 m/s</td>
<td>5 MΩ</td>
<td>VIV, galloping</td>
<td>71.4 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu etal. [59]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>6.4 m/s</td>
<td>5 MΩ</td>
<td>Galloping</td>
<td>55.2 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu etal. [59]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>6.0 m/s</td>
<td>5 MΩ</td>
<td>Galloping</td>
<td>54.2 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song etal. [61]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Splitter plate</td>
<td>7.0 m/s</td>
<td>5 MΩ</td>
<td>Galloping</td>
<td>52.7 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang etal. [64]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Y-shaped</td>
<td>2.1 m/s</td>
<td>2 MΩ</td>
<td>Galloping</td>
<td>30.3 μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding etal. [67]</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Fin-shaped</td>
<td>6.9 m/s</td>
<td>0.2 MΩ</td>
<td>VIV, galloping</td>
<td>993.8 μW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
range of wind speeds, e.g., up to 71% augment in the maximum voltage output.

Some investigations were carried out to determine the optimal cross-section of bluff bodies. Abdelkefi et al. [86] developed a coupled nonlinear model to examine the effect of cross-sectional shapes including square, triangular, and D-shape on the performance of harvester. It was reported that the onset of galloping speed was sensitive to the cross-sectional shape. The D-shaped cylinder achieved the highest harvested power at a constant resistance load of 108 \( \Omega \). Kluger et al. [87] evaluated the behavior of square and trapezoidal cylinders as a transversely galloping-based wind energy harvester both experimentally and theoretically. The trapezoidal cylinder experienced about 5 times larger vibration displacement than that of the square cylinder. Through the wind-tunnel tests, Gkoumas et al. [88] observed the rectangular and cylindrical bluff bodies experienced the VIV response while the T-shaped bluff body subjected to the galloping phenomenon that extracted power up to 400 \( \mu \)W. Sun et al. [89] conducted similar experiments in a circulating water channel and found the maximum power density of 7.582 mW/cm\(^3\) achieved through a D-shaped bluff body. Nevertheless, Yang et al. [90] reported the square cylinder reached the highest peak power of 8.4 mW and the onset wind speed could be as small as 2.5 m/s in comparison with the rectangular, triangular, and D-shaped cylinders.

Table 4 compares the performance of harvesters in different shapes of cross-section in the previous studies. It is seen that the bluff body with sharp corners easily enters into the galloping branch, possibly attributed to the early separation of boundary layer and the existence of local recirculation region. As shown in Figure 9, taking the Y-shaped bluff body as an example, the vortices formed and shed periodically behind the two front blades, generating a pressure difference between the upper and lower surfaces of the rear blade and hence the periodically fluctuating transverse force [82]. Considering a rigid body undergoing both translational and rotational oscillations to its elastic center, the structural dynamic equations can be expressed as [91].

![Figure 8: Bluff body with different cross-sections. (a) T-shape [81]. (b) Y-shape [82]. (c) Fork-shape [83]. (d) Bioinspired shape [84].](image-url)
where \( \mathbf{d} = [X, Y, \theta] \) is the displacement vector, \( \xi_i \) \((i = 1, 2)\) and \( \xi_\theta \) are the translational and rotational damping ratios, \( U_{r_i} \) and \( U_{r_\theta} \) are the associated reduced velocities, \( m^*_i \) is the mass ratio, and \( I^*_2 \) is the moment of inertia. \( C_D, C_L, \) and \( C_M \) are the drag, lift, and moment coefficients, respectively. According to Lu et al. [92], the rotation angle and fluid moment are approximately predicted using harmonic functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta(t) &= \theta^d \sin(\omega t), \\
\frac{C_M(t)}{2I^*_\theta} &= M^A \sin(\omega t + \varphi),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \theta^d \) and \( M^A \) denote the amplitude of stable rotation angle and fluid force moment, respectively; \( \omega \) is the angular
velocity and $\varphi$ is the phase difference between the fluid force moment and the rotation angle. Thus, the rotational equation is written as

$$
\frac{d^2 \theta(t)}{dt^2} + \left( 4\pi \xi_\theta \frac{M^4 \sin \varphi}{\omega^4} \right) \frac{d\theta(t)}{dt} + \left( 4\pi^2 \frac{M^4 \cos \varphi}{\theta^4} \right) \theta(t) = 0.
$$

(3)

When the phase difference $\varphi$ is zero, the fluid force moment works as a negative stiffness, consequently leading to the large amplitude of rotational oscillation. By contrast, the appearance of phase difference $\pi$ indicates a positive stiffness. The antiphase between the rotation and the moment accounts for the decrease in the rotational amplitude.

Wang et al. [91] studied the VIV response of an elliptic cylinder in both transverse and azimuthal directions at different aspect ratios. It is reported that the lift and moment at lower $U_r$ are in-phase with the transverse and rotational motions, resulting in the increases of $Y$ and $\theta$, while the fluid forces become out of phase with the cylinder motions at higher $U_r$, leading to the decreases of $Y$ and $\theta$. They also observed that the transverse vibration frequency and the rotation frequency are identical to each other because the rotational effect is not strong enough to affect the vibrational response. In the reports by Zhu et al. [93, 94], the rotation is sufficiently strong for the Bach-type turbines and impeller. With the introduction of rotation, asymmetric flow wake is generated with faster downstream migration of vortices. As a result, the lock-in region of transverse oscillation is shortened or even disappeared under the rotational impact. Additionally, the angular position constantly varies over time during the coupling response, altering the projected area with respect to the oncoming flow and hence shifting the response frequency.

3. Enhancement of Energy Harvesting

3.1. Vortex Shedding-Induced Vibration. Vortex shedding usually occurs when flow pasts a bluff body. Researchers mainly focus on the vibration response of bluff body while paying less attention to the energy contained in the flow wake over past decades [95–98]. Some investigations have been conducted to examine the energy extraction from the vortex shedding-induced vibration (VSIV) via piezoelectric harvesters. Usman et al. [99] placed a stationary cylinder in front of a circular cylinder-based wind energy harvester. An optimal spacing was identified as 3 times the diameter of the circular cylinder. Alhadidi and Daqaq [100] evaluated the behavior of a bistable piezoelectric cantilever harvester with a square bluff body that was immersed in the wake of a stationary rectangular rod. Their investigations indicated the bistability can be used to improve the steady-state bandwidth considerably. Wang et al. [101] used a stationary square column upstream of the energy harvester to generate wake shedding. Such configuration significantly broadened the bandwidth of the energy harvester as compared to a single bluff body. Rezaei and Talebitooti [102] proposed a PZT (piezoelectric ceramic transducer) energy harvester composed of an array of bimorphs placed downstream of a bluff body. The results confirmed that such a system had a wider lock-in region and a larger conversion factor, compared to the typical wake-galloping energy harvesters. Hu et al. [103] proposed a VSIV piezoelectric energy harvester, as shown in Figure 10. A bimorph piezoelectric vibrator was attached on the flapping sheet that was placed in the flow wake of a bluff body. The performance of this harvester was found to be dependent on the flow velocity and the diameter of bluff body. Weinstein et al. [104] investigated the interaction between a fin attached at the end of a piezoelectric cantilever and the vortex shedding of a bluff body placed upstream of the former. In an air duct of diameter 15 cm, the generated power was 200 $\mu W$ and 3 mW at flow speeds of 2.5 m/s and 5 m/s, respectively.

Some studies focus on the relationship between the vortex shedding and the piezoelectric patch rather than the accompanying motion with the bluff body. Akaydm et al. [105] evaluated the performance of a generator with a short-length piezoelectric beam placed in the wake of a circular cylinder. The results showed that the driving forces of the beam originated from two aspects: the flow impingement caused by the passing vortices on one side of the beam and the low-pressure core region of the vortices at the opposite side of the beam. Goushcha et al. [106] designed a custom experimental facility to study the interaction of individual and multiple vortices with the piezoelectric beam. They found that the strain exerted on the beam became larger when the vortex arrival rate matched the natural frequency of the beam. As shown in Figure 11, Shan et al. [107] tested a piezoelectric harvester immersed in the wake of a circular cylinder. Maximum output power of 1.32 $\mu W$ was achieved with a power density of 1.1 mW/m$^2$ when the water velocity was 0.5 m/s.

Compared to the single harvester, it has some superior advantages by utilizing shedding vortex to excite the vibration and hence to convert the vibration energy into electricity through the piezoelectric effect. Firstly, such configuration can considerably widen the bandwidth of the lock-in region or excite the wake-galloping response, resulting in the enhancement of energy harvesting. Secondly, the efficiency can be significantly increased by tuning the frequency of vortex shedding to match the resonant vibration frequency.

3.2. Interference of Multiple Harvesters. As the advantages are presented when the harvester is placed behind a bluff body, some researchers have been devoted to investigating the influence of wake interference [108, 109]. Zhu et al. [110] investigated the effect of center-to-center spacing ratio ($L/D$) on the FIV of two rigidly coupled tandem cylinders of unequal diameters. It was reported that both the hydrodynamic forces and response amplitudes are augmented at $L/D = 3.75$ and $L/D = 6.0$ when $U_r > 8$ compared to an isolated cylinder. Abdelkefi et al. [111] evaluated the output power of a square piezoeaerelastic energy harvester placed downstream of an oscillating circular cylinder. A wake-induced galloping was observed for the square cylinder with a widened operating range of wind speed. Hu et al. [112]
evaluated the performance of twin adjacent galloping-based piezoelectric harvesters based on mutual interference. The total output power of them in staggered configuration was up to 2.2 times larger than the sum of the two isolated ones. Shan et al. [113] investigated two underwater double piezoelectric harvesters arranged in series. When the spacing distance was 2D, the maximum output was increased by up to 99% in comparison with a single one. Similarly, Zhou and Wang [114] tested a dual serial energy harvester consisted of two identical piezoelectric cantilevers. The experimental results indicated that the effective wind speed range and the output power of the coupled harvester were as many as 2.67 times and 6.79 times of the associated values of a single harvester, respectively. Inspired by tree trunks swaying in wind, Hobbs and Hu [115] proposed a tree-like energy harvester and arranged four harvesters in tandem, as shown in Figure 12. The maximum power was attained with the center-to-center spacing of 3.3D under a specific flow speed when the vortex shedding frequency was 1.6 times the natural frequency of the cylinders.

Unlike the wake interference, Zhang et al. [116] examined the performance of an oscillating circular cylinder placed upstream of an interference circular cylinder. As compared to the isolated cylinder, the harvested power was greatly enhanced with a widened bandwidth of the resonance region. They further investigated the effect of the shape of the downstream cylinder [117], including square, circular, triangular, and D-shaped, as displayed in Figure 13.

3.3. Cantilever Beam Structure. The geometry and stiffness of the cantilever beam also affect the output performance. Sun et al. [118] proposed a vibro-wind galloping energy harvester with a nested configuration, as shown in Figure 14. They concluded that the inner bluff body played an important role in enhancing the output power, particularly under relatively high wind speed. A distinct increase of 27.8% in the power density was achieved. Zhao et al. [119] replaced the inner bluff body with a magnet in the opposite position while another magnet was attached on the outer bluff body. The translational galloping occurred, and the stiffness nonlinearity was created by the magnetic interaction. This device required a lower cut-in speed of 1 m/s but output higher power. Song et al. [120] designed a serial energy harvesting system (Figure 15) that was fixed upstream. This system consisted of two piezoelectric beams and two cylinders arranged in tandem, and the downstream piezoelectric beam was connected to the upstream cylinder. The maximum output power of 21.86 μW was obtained under a water flow velocity of 0.31 m/s. Zhao and Wang [49] attached a beam stiffener to the substrate of harvester that worked as an electromechanical coupling magnifier, as shown in Figure 16. Several times increase of power and almost double extraction efficiency were achieved. Wang et al. [121] proposed a cross-coupled dual-beam structure for multidirectional energy harvesting, as depicted in Figure 17. The upper and bottom beams could generate a maximum output power of 6.77 μW and 56.65 μW, respectively, in case B.

3.4. Stable System by Magnetic Force. Some researchers introduced magnet-induced nonlinearity into the piezoelectric energy harvester. According to the pairs of magnets, bistable and tristable energy harvesting systems are proposed. Ferrari et al. [21] and Vocca et al. [122] experimentally measured both the beam deflection and the output voltage under the excitation of random vibrations with various degrees of nonlinearity. The output voltage at a parity of mechanical excitation was improved remarkably when the system was bistable. Zhang et al. [123] proposed a bistable piezoelectric harvester by varying the relative position of two magnets, as
Figure 13: (a) VIV energy harvester. (b) The downstream cylinder in different shapes [117].

Figure 14: The energy harvester with a nested configuration [118].

Figure 15: The energy harvester with two serial cantilever beams and cylinders [120].
shown in Figure 18. This harvester significantly broadened the synchronization region and increased the harvested power by 138% and 29%, respectively. Yang et al. [47] coupled two identical harvesters and each of them supported a prism bluff body embedded with a magnet at its tip, as plotted in Figure 19. It was reported that the onset wind speed of galloping was reduced up to 41.9%. Wang et al. [124] conducted similar investigations and intrawell, chaotic, and interwell oscillations were observed with respect to low, medium, and high wind speed intervals, respectively. As shown in Figure 20, compared to the bistable energy harvester, the tristable energy harvester has three stable equilibrium positions (A, E, and C) and two unstable equilibrium positions (B and D), leading to shallower potential wells than that of bistable energy harvester as the potential energy is distributed into three potential wells [125, 126]. Due to the effect of magnetic force, the restoring force becomes more nonlinear, and the electromechanical dynamic modeling could be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
M \ddot{x}(t) + C \dot{x}(t) + F_r - \theta V(t) &= F(t), \\
C_p \dot{V}(t) + \frac{V(t)}{R} + \theta \dot{x}(t) &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

where \(M\) is the equivalent mass, \(C\) is the equivalent damping, \(F_r\) is the equivalent nonlinear restoring force [125], \(F(t)\) is the external mechanical force as the excitation, \(\theta\) is the equivalent electromechanical coupling coefficient, \(C_p\) is the equivalent capacitance of the piezoelectric materials, \(R\) is the load resistance, \(x(t)\) is the tip displacement of the harvester in the transverse direction, and \(V(t)\) is the voltage across the electrical load. Wherein, the restoring force \(F_r\) could be defined as a polynomial of the horizontal displacement:

\[
F_r = n_0 + n_1 x + n_2 x^2 + \cdots + n_n x^n,
\]

(5)

where \(n_0, n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_n\) are polynomial coefficients and \(x\) is the tip displacement of the harvester. After comparing the stiffness of linear and nonlinear energy harvesters, Zhou...
et al. [125] reported that a negative stiffness value of the nonlinear harvester indicates the harvester locates in the unstable range and spontaneously moves to stable equilibrium position.

Table 5 summarizes the commonly used piezoelectric materials and the associated devices utilizing the flow-induced vibration. The inorganic and composite materials are mainly adopted for energy harvesting. Among them, the

---

**Figure 19:** The double-beam piezo-magneto-elastic energy harvester [47].

**Figure 20:** Nonlinear energy harvesting system. (a) Bistable. (b) Tristable [125].
microfiber composite (MFC) material is favored due to its good bending performance and considerable piezoelectric capacity.

### 4. Conclusions and Outlooks

This paper briefly reviews the associated technologies of piezoelectric energy harvesting from flow-induced vibration. The piezoelectric material, configuration, and size as well as ambient flow have significant effects on the performance of harvesters. To enhance the structural vibration response and hence improve the energy harvesting efficiency, a variety of measures have been proposed and investigated in the past decades, including the irregularity and alteration of the cross-section of bluff bodies, utilization of wake flow and interference, modification and rearrangement of cantilever beams, and introduction of magnetic force. The combination of two or more of them is proved to be superior to a single scheme. From the reported studies, the energy harvesting from flow-induced vibrations presents a remarkable application potential, providing a feasible solution for the increasing demand for renewable energy. Nevertheless, there are still some open questions to be revealed as follows:

1. The majority of present piezoelectric energy harvesting experiments were conducted in wind tunnel rather than water channel, as sealing and packing do not need to be considered in the wind tunnel. Nevertheless, marine current and wave energy significantly exceed the wind energy and possess a relatively stable flow direction and velocity. Thus, extensive studies are required to evaluate the piezoelectric energy harvesters in water currents and uncover the underlying physics of fluid-structure interaction.

2. Although the energy harvesting is improved by the aforementioned measures, understanding of the underlying mechanisms of wake interference of multiple structures, the interaction between vortices and flexible piezoelectric layer, and coupling of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piezoelectric materials</th>
<th>Investigators</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Capacitance (nF)</th>
<th>Size (length x width x thickness, mm x mm x mm)</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Maximum output performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yang et al.</td>
<td>PZT-5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30 x 10 x 0.4</td>
<td>Cantilever with magnetic mass</td>
<td>2.8 V at 3.7 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhao et al.</td>
<td>DuraAct P-876.A12</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>61 x 30 x 0.5</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (bimorph beam)</td>
<td>8.4 mW at 8 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kwon [81]</td>
<td>PZT-5A-M-2814-P2</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>28 x 14 x N/A</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>3.9 mW at 15 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yang et al.</td>
<td>DuraAct P-876.A12</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>61 x 30 x 0.5</td>
<td>Cantilever with magnetic mass</td>
<td>6.3 mW at 5 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hu et al. [57]</td>
<td>MFC-M8514-P2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>71.4 μW at 5.9 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wang et al.</td>
<td>MFC-2807-P2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>37 x 11 x 0.3</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>1.2 mW at 2.1 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jia et al. [75]</td>
<td>MFC-M8507-P2</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>85 x 7 x 0.3</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>77.01 μW at 2.0 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sun et al. [89]</td>
<td>MFC-M5628-P2</td>
<td>14.04</td>
<td>N/A x 28 x 0.3</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>15.9 mW at 0.8 m/s (current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ewere et al. [76]</td>
<td>MFC-M0714-P2</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>85 x 28 x 0.3</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>12.2 mW at 8 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shan et al. [107]</td>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>85 x 14 x 0.3</td>
<td>Pure unimorph beam</td>
<td>1.32 μW at 0.5 m/s (current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. [116]</td>
<td>MFC-M2807-P2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>62 x 20 x 0.6</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>1.6 mW at 5 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shan et al. [113]</td>
<td>MFC-8514-P2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80 x 18 x 0.3</td>
<td>Cantilever with tip mass (unimorph beam)</td>
<td>27.65 V at 0.58 m/s (current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. [123]</td>
<td>MFC-M2807-P2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>60 x 10 x 0.6</td>
<td>Cantilever with magnetic mass</td>
<td>142 μW at 3.2 m/s (wind)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A indicates unavailable.
magnetic field and flow field, to name a few, are still limited. Besides, the flow direction is unchangeable with a fixed value in the reported literature, deviating from the actual environment.

(3) Nonlinear technology is used to improve the efficiency of energy harvesting. Nonetheless, an accurate description of nonlinear forces is required to quantify its contribution.

Compared to the conventional turbine generators, the output power of piezoelectric energy harvester is much less although the cut-in velocity lower than the former. Thus, it is more suitable for small-scale power generation. The optimization of piezoelectric materials and the arrangement of piezoelectric generators are still worth studying to broaden its application.
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